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2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
Posted by No Low Putt Lloyd

Forum List Message List New Topic

dmzich [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 25, 2011 09:41PM 

IP/Host: 74.226.95.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 160 

A team format that was used at the Triples Roc Run this year was Total Score. Every player played 
singles and then added the three scores together. If we all birdied, we got a 6. If we all parred, we got a 9. 
I think we had one 6 and one 9. The rest were 7 and 8s. We played 6 holes like this and it is where we 
were able to pick up a lot of strokes on the competition. Just another idea to think about. Did anyone else 
at the Roc Run like this format or find it challenging? 

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 26, 2011 12:18AM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

I like that idea... a more team version of "best score" type of play. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 26, 2011 08:14AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.13.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

I did ask about that version on previous thread, but got no replies. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Bluff Magee [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 26, 2011 08:37PM 

IP/Host: 74.240.151.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 3,382 

How bad are the ticks out at Chatauqua & Butts? Guess I have a tick phobia. 
Reply Quote Report

frzbman [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 27, 2011 07:56AM 

IP/Host: 74.245.2.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 2,063 

Tickphobia strikes NO? Chautauqua has a couple out and about...havent seen one at Butts...yet.
Maybe we will find a couple more to eradicate at Chautauqua while we get the first 10 t pads done 
this weekend.

JABBA

it MUST be the plastic 
Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 29, 2011 11:48AM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

What are the qualifications for playing in this event? I know "18. Eligibility: All players that have competed 
in an SN tournament that was an appropriate SNC qualifier...". If I take that literally it does not matter 
when a player competed in a qualifier other than prior to the championship. So if a player's last SN 
event was (for example) in 2007, are they qualified for the 2011 SNDC? Does the rule instead refer to 
an SN season and if so which one(s)? If a player has not competed in a 2010-2011 season SNQ 
is Huntsville (05/30/2011) truly the "last chance" to qualify for the 2011 SNDC that starts on 
07/30/2011? Upon what authority can the 2011 SNDC TD disqualify a player whose last SNQ was in 2007? 

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 05/29/2011 11:57AM by Discjazz. 
Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 29, 2011 01:37PM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

Read 3.2 in the handbook

3.2 says that both players on the team must have competed in a qualifier in the current SN season. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 29, 2011 09:28PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

The "current season" on the day of the event will be the 2011-2012 SN season (07/30/2011).

Only two (2) months to qualify or do prior seasons qualify? 

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 05/29/2011 09:30PM by Discjazz. 
Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 29, 2011 10:06PM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

The season that the SNDC corresponds with. If it's the 2011 SNDC, then you must have played a 
qualifier from the 2010-2011 season. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 01:26AM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

Where is the "corresponds with" rule and why does it trump the "current season" rule? 

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 05/30/2011 01:27AM by Discjazz. 
Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 02:13AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.12.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

If you found a problem in the handbook then why don't you just say it? Or are you trying to now 
justify someone playing in this year's SNDC? I'm confused about the reason you asked the initial question. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 07:38AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

TheZinger Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> If you found a problem in the handbook then why
> don't you just say it? Or are you trying to now
> justify someone playing in this year's SNDC? I'm
> confused about the reason you asked the initial
> question.

lol, Cupcake, he is an attorney and a fine one at that! What he is showing is very accurate assement, 
and you have a new bOD member giving his take. One could argue that since it is a doubles event 
they should have been required to have played a doubles event. As that is where the fees come from 
that go to the event.

I agree with Jazz!!! let everyone play as it will help increase the payout as very few players have played 
a doubles event during the season. So it could be argued that anyone that did not play a doubles event 
is taking from an event in which they did not contribute to.
TD, it is your event so please add Bluff and Taxi to the masters divison :) 

Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 09:11AM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

It's not my take. This is straight from the handbook:
Quote

3.1 A SNDG Doubles Tournament and/or Championship team will consist of 2 players. Competing in a SNDG Qualifier or 
a SNDG Doubles Tournament will qualify a player to enter the SNDG Doubles Championship.

3.2 In the SNDG Doubles Championship, both of the team players must be a SNDG Qualified player having competed in 
the current SNDG Tournament Series season or a SNDG Doubles Tournament in the current season.

3.3 The team will register in a division qualified for per SNDG Handbook 1.6. The team will register in the higher division if 
the team players are in two different classifications.

3.4 A player's classification per SNDG Handbook 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 is not changed by competing in a SNDG 
Doubles Tournament and/or the SNDG Doubles Championship. (i.e.-an Amateur does not become a Pro by pairing with a 
Pro and placing, etc...) 

So, if we have to, we can change the wording of it to make it a little more clear. If it would satisfy 
you further, the BoD can meet on it and discuss what the ruling really is. That way, it's not just 1 of us. 
This section of the handbook hasn't been changed since I've been updating it. I would agree with 
Terry, though. If you're trying to make a point or statement, just come on out and say it. It would 
expedite this process.

Quote
Bob
One could argue that since it is a doubles event they should have been required to have played a doubles event. 

I agree with that. However, with 3.1 being the way it is, the handbook doesn't require them to have played 
a doubles event. It just says that they have to be qualified through any SNDG qualifier OR 
Doubles tournament. Certainly, these are all things that need to be addressed.

Thanks for pointing it out. Kevin, would you be able to help me out with the SN By-laws? I've got an 
attorney friend, but he also doubles as a volunteer firefighter. So, his extra time is limited. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 09:56AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Well played Justie!

But again as Jazz pointed out the current season will be 11/12 when the event is run. Not 10/11, so his 
take is still a fair one as it is not run in the same season. Just a little gray.

And Justin when you have that bod meeting, may I ask you guys to consider making it mandatory to play 
a doubles event during the year. In the long run it may encourage more doubles events, increas 
fees collected...... Right now anyone can play without putting anything in :( so why should it matter if 
you have a point/points or not to play???? I am sure a lot of players would be fine pitching in an extra 5 
to play and that to would boost the payout. 

Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 10:04AM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

You're both right. The wording "current season" is a little misleading. Sometimes it's difficult to separate 
the intent from the actual wording.

I agree with the doubles idea. The only downside I see is the lack of doubles tournaments compared 
to single tournaments. However, like you said, it may cause more doubles events to be scheduled. I'll 
bring it up at the next meeting. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 12:04PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Quote
Bob
let everyone play as it will help increase the payout as very few players have played a doubles event during the season. 

Then

Quote
Bob
And Justin when you have that bod meeting, may I ask you guys to consider making it mandatory to play a doubles 
event during the year. 

Those are fairly contradicting statements.

Kevin, I've always had lots of respect for you but like Terry I also agree. Just come out with your 
point instead of pulling a Kernan.

My argument (though I agree it could use some clarifying), is that the championships are for the 2010-
2011 season and essentially are a continuation of that season... so "current" would represent that. But it is 
a little bit gray as Bob pointed out. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 12:38PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

I thought the problem with the Handbook is that it cannot be changed so the BOD published the 
SNDC Guidelines.

A player wants to know if he can play in the SNDC. His last SNQ was in 2007.

Under Guideline 18 he is qualified. [www.sndg.org]

Under Handbook 3.2 he can qualify at the Tomato Toss. [www.sndg.org]

Under the "corresponds with" rule he is too late to qualify. Where is that rule? I think the answer is that 
it doesn't exist. 

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 12:55PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

So the modified question on the table is: Upon what authority can the 2011 SNDC TD disqualify a 
player with a SNQ in 2007 and a SNQ on 06/25/2011? He would be qualified under both rules cited. 

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 02:03PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

The BOD should declare that the Guideline trumps the Handbook because it is the most recent. 
Otherwise no one is qualified yet. 

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 02:59PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

He has to play in the 2010-2011 season.

Just as it was ambiguous with the masters date thing but traditionally this is how it was MEANT to be 
read. The same thing applies here. Even though a lawyer can find loop holes all over our guidelines 
which is why you were asked and we are still waiting your response for help. That doesn't change the 
fact that this is how it runs and 99.9% of everyone knows that.

We did clarify the master issue when it came up and we will clarify the season/qualifications for this also.

If anyone was truly assuming that their play in 2007 was going to allow them into the SNDC, I'm sorry 
to inform them but they are mistaken... I'm pretty sure they knew better deep down inside. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 03:38PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

99.9% imagination trumps 100% of the written rules? 
Reply Quote Report

John K [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 04:01PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 2,898 

I would disagree with requiring players to play in a DOUBLES tournament. That was brought up when 
we originally made up the quaifying criteria. If you limit qualifying to just the doubles tournaments you will 
in my opinion significantly reduce the field of eligible competitors. There were only around 13 
tournaments with around 986 players. The number is reduced even further to about 645 when you go 
from total participants to unique individual participants (those that played in more than 1 
doubles tournament). Cameron Colglazier and Chris Graham both played in 7 of them btw. Factor in 
timing and travel and tournament preference and the SNDC becomes a much smaller event in terms 
of participation to me.

And the wording may in hindsight be too vague but to qualify for the 2011 SNDC you did have to play in 
a SN tournament during the 2010-2011 season. That was the original intent.

JOhn k 
Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 05:27PM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

The problem is that this has turned into a debate between the intent of the handbook vs. the semantics 
of the handbook.

The handbook is intended to be read that a player cannot participate in the SNDC unless he or she 
has participated in the season that the SNDC is the culmination of. One could argue that "current 
season" still applies to 2010-2011. We can't have an SNDC for a future season or a season still in progress.

Regardless of the semantics, it has been explained and clarified in this thread. However, there is still this:
Quote
SNDC Guidelines
17. Sponsorship exemptions: Sponsorship exemptions will be given to those individuals that dont have SN points. The 
limit of exemption is $200 for a player at the SNDC. Sponsorship can come from individuals or corporate. It is the discretion 
of the host city to deny sponsorship exemption if they deem the player applying for the exemption to be of pro caliber based 
on other tournament series such as the PDGA 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 06:14PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Discjazz Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> 99.9% imagination trumps 100% of the written
> rules?

I suggest you take the typical lawyer approach and sue everybody. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 08:15PM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

John K Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> I would disagree with requiring players to play in
> a DOUBLES tournament. That was brought up when we
> originally made up the quaifying criteria. If you
> limit qualifying to just the doubles tournaments
> you will in my opinion significantly reduce the
> field of eligible competitors. There were only
> around 13 tournaments with around 986 players.
> The number is reduced even further to about 645
> when you go from total participants to unique
> individual participants (those that played in more
> than 1 doubles tournament). Cameron Colglazier
> and Chris Graham both played in 7 of them btw.
> Factor in timing and travel and tournament
> preference and the SNDC becomes a much smaller
> event in terms of participation to me.
> well JK that is the intent. to try and get more interest in Doubles. Maybe convince local 
weekday doubles to become doubles events.... As it stands right now, you have some as 
you mentioned that have put in 14 dollars. But yet a player who has put nothing in can come 
take it????
> And the wording may in hindsight be too vague but
> to qualify for the 2011 SNDC you did have to play
> in a SN tournament during the 2010-2011 season.
> That was the original intent.
>
> JOhn k

and Justin, why would you be concerned with a sponsor playing for 200 dollars. Others will be playing 
with out contributing a penny. So please explain the difference. As they would be given 100 players 
fees ;) Bad enough the bod ruined the one for the championships please think before you change 
another good source of adding money to an event. And take in to account that other BOD memebers 
put those guidelines in place....

Gilly, I love the WE the mighty BOD will fix everything approach and the lawyer comments to one of 
the best guys in the SN. Classic Gilly!

Kevin keep it coming! 

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 09:13PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

I have demonstrated how the player is or can be qualified under each rule.

I am still waiting to see the rule that reads he cannot.

He is not looking for any exceptions, just wants to play if he is qualified. It does not matter that he 
helped build 2 of the SNDC courses. 

Reply Quote Report

head [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 09:34PM 

IP/Host: 76.107.14.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 1,560 

I would say if his last tourney was in 07 then he does not qualify for this years championships. Thats kind 
of like saying O well the saints made the playoffs last year so lets put them in the playoffs this 
year regardless of record. 

Reply Quote Report

Scottyd [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 10:20PM 

IP/Host: 69.171.178.--- 
Registered: 1 year ago 
Posts: 357 

What a F'N joke.Yea he can play,as long as he pays $200.00 sponsership + entry fee.Or as we have 
seen in the past in this bush league series,the t.d. Could always make his own rules for the 
tournament regardless of rules or guidelines.get real discjazz really??? 

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 10:42PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Kevin, then just come out and ask... don't take the "slick" approach to pointing out a flaw in the wording. 
I'm fairly certain that you KNOW what the ruling is. So why play devil's advocate in this case for a series 
that you love. Why not play SN's advocate and step up and say "hey guys, this probably should be 
clarified as it reads kind of gray/ambiguous right now"... simple and to the point. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 30, 2011 11:08PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

You guys are making way too much out of this. You claim a certain rule but you can't show it to me? I 
know of no flaw in the wording. As far as I know it is perfect. That it is not what most thought or 
intended does not make it imperfect. I have no interest in the rule being changed. It is what it is. Why 
can't you just accept it. 

Reply Quote Report
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Advanced
2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
Posted by No Low Putt Lloyd

Forum List Message List New Topic

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 05:42AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Discjazz Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> You guys are making way too much out of this. You
> claim a certain rule but you can't show it to me?
> I know of no flaw in the wording. As far as I
> know it is perfect. That it is not what most
> thought or intended does not make it imperfect. I
> have no interest in the rule being changed. It is
> what it is. Why can't you just accept it.

Because they want to change everything and argue even when they are wrong. There answer is to tell 
you/us that we are reading between the lines, when clearly that is not the case. Rest assured they 
will change it. But leave the sponsors excemptions alone!!! They are a GOOD thing, bad enough 
they ruined the SNPC one.

Jazz, I think you have shown that you are correct in your take on the guideline!! Again this is merely 
a guideline and not a rule, so do as you see fit as you have done more then all of the bod combined. 

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 09:35AM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Discjazz Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> You guys are making way too much out of this. You
> claim a certain rule but you can't show it to me?
> I know of no flaw in the wording. As far as I
> know it is perfect. That it is not what most
> thought or intended does not make it imperfect. I
> have no interest in the rule being changed. It is
> what it is. Why can't you just accept it.

So you read the rule just as it was intended to read? Meaning that one must participate in the season 
that the SNDC represents to be eligible to play in the SNDC? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Dillon Gourley [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 09:52AM 

IP/Host: 65.51.162.--- 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 904 

Some do not have common sense. 
Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 09:53AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

And Bob, i'm still waiting for you to explain your contradicting statements above. I think you just get on 
any bandwagon that's against the BOD and pollute the thread with your gibberish posts which you 
even have no idea what you are typing and they tend to contradict your other posts. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 09:59AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

And I think if the BOD would spend the meetings rewording the handbook/guidelines/rules, you would 
get sand in your vajayjay and cry about 'but where are the bag tag money, why waste time on this? 
You guys are pathetic'. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:06AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

Is this also going to be argued when the SNACs and the SNPC roll around? It also isn't clear. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

dmzich [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:58AM 

IP/Host: 96.4.191.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 160 

I have never played in a SNDC. What are the players packs like, and how much are the entry fees? 
Also, can the TD please post the format that has been decided for the 3 round tournament? Thanks 

Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 11:02AM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

Quote
Taxi
and Justin, why would you be concerned with a sponsor playing for 200 dollars. Others will be playing with out contributing 
a penny. So please explain the difference. As they would be given 100 players fees ;) Bad enough the bod ruined the one 
for the championships please think before you change another good source of adding money to an event. And take in 
to account that other BOD memebers put those guidelines in place... 

Bob, I wasn't trying to stir the pot. That's just something that is in the guidelines. Yes, another BoD put it 
in place. I'm not saying I disagree or agree with it. It's just there. So, without points, that player can still 
play based on the sponsorship exemption. Just trying to help... 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 12:07PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

other disc golf myths
[www.pdga.com]

Reply Quote Report

Dillon Gourley [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 01:00PM 

IP/Host: 65.51.162.--- 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 904 

^ Good read. 
Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 01:17PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Here is another one for you Dillon.

[docs.google.com]

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Dillon Gourley [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 01:34PM 

IP/Host: 65.51.162.--- 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 904 

No point in rules if they aren't followed or enforced. How about we play by the PDGA rules of play 
manual first. 

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 03:45PM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Dillon Gourley Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> No point in rules if they aren't followed or
> enforced. How about we play by the PDGA rules of
> play manual first.

some people just have no common sense :) 

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 03:52PM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

TheZinger Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> And Bob, i'm still waiting for you to explain your
> contradicting statements above. I think you just
> get on any bandwagon that's against the BOD and
> pollute the thread with your gibberish posts which
> you even have no idea what you are typing and they
> tend to contradict your other posts.

what would you like me to explain? the fact that the current system allows people to play with out 
putting anything in. That was why I was saying everyone should be allowed to play as very few actually 
put something in.

The other statement is how I think it could be better, by making anyone that plays in the SNDC play 
a doubles event during the season. That way they would have contributed to the pot from which they take.

I agree they contradict, and that is how I meant it to be. As the current system is not helping grow the 
sndc so either allow anyone in or make everyone contribute. 

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 05/31/2011 04:47PM by Tax Man. 
Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 04:06PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

Why am I a quitter? Because family issues came up while I was on the board, or because health 
problems forced me out of a handful of tournaments. Unlike you I attempt to finish tournaments. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Eric Day [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 04:29PM 

IP/Host: 74.243.32.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 526 

Why are yall still talking about this.... Dude didn't qualify, big deal he had a year to do it. He will know now 
to qualify for next years. As far as im concerned I think they should have to play more then one event 
to qualify, but thats just me. 

Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 04:36PM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

Dillon Gourley Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> No point in rules if they aren't followed or
> enforced. How about we play by the PDGA rules of
> play manual first.

If you read the very first line of the handbook, it says that we follow the "PDGA Rules of Disc Golf." For 
our own SN specific situations, we have to have our own rules. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 05:22PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

"Dude didn't qualify"

He did not have an SNQ in the 10/11 season.

There is no rule or decision requiring an SNQ in the 10/11 season.

If you think I am wrong I will be happy to admit that as soon as someone shows me the rule or decision.

Otherwise Dude's qualification has not been decided. 
Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 06:37PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

This is a joke. Kevin, the rule has been this way since the SNDG was made, and you knew it was 
the championship for the season that just ended did you not? So why the outcry NOW on the forum? If 
you knew what the rule was intended to say, but relized that it was not worded correctly, then why 
not contact someone on the BOD? Why argue what you know was the intended meaning? What are 
you trying to prove? Are you also going to blame Gilly for this like others blame him on losing TDs? Do 
you know what the forcast will be for the SNDC? Who's going to win the NBA Championship? Since I'm 
still playing an amateur division, should I listen to Bob and quit disc golf? Is it cool for Keith to come on 
the forum and lobby a tournament director to not sanction a doubles tournament withe the SN because 
of his personal issues? Will there ever be peace on the forums? Why DID the chicken cross the road? 
No, really, WHY? 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 07:07PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

You are over thinking it Terry. I just want to see the rule. Either show me the rule or stop claiming it exists. 
Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 08:32PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

Well what did YOU think the rule was the last 5 years? Overthinking? Not me. Somebody else is looking 
at the wording technicality. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Bluff Magee [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 08:59PM 

IP/Host: 74.240.151.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 3,382 

"A de facto standard is a standard (formal or informal) that has achieved a dominant position, by 
tradition, enforcement, or market dominance. It has not necessarily received formal approval by way of 
a standardization process, and may not have an official standards document."---source:Wikipedia

THE RULES ORACLE HAS SPOKEN

Dude should have just taken the tried-and-true route to play in the SNDC, which is just signing up with 
no points. No one ever checks to see if players have earned points...Dude should just have kept quiet 
and no one would have known the diff. But if you act suspicious even the SN Keystone Kops will pop 
you with a billyclub

Watch out...Deputy Leslie Z is on the beat!!! 
Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 09:23PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

That's great Bluff but typically a de facto standard is trumped by a de jure standard when there is one. 
Now we can all acknowledge your wisdom and concede the written rules on the issue don't matter. I 
will advise the yet unidentified player and his partner (who may only be qualified under the alleged 
unwritten rule) to just sign up and see what happens or ask the TD.

Thank you Mr. Tolbert for at least trying to answer my question with a written rule. 
Reply Quote Report

contrast [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 09:50PM 

IP/Host: 173.17.239.--- 
Registered: 6 weeks ago 
Posts: 37 

Why not just take up the offer to help clarify the wording of the rules that you yourself consider to be 
vague? It's fairly obvious that a 2011 championship corresponds with the 2010-2011 season, and that 
any qualifying for the championship would have to be done during that corresponding season. 

Justin Dyess

Reply Quote Report

Dillon Gourley [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:11PM 

IP/Host: 74.251.41.--- 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 904 

Justin, I'm talking just so many rule infractions at tournaments it's not even funny. No one 
enforces anything, why bother speaking up it only earns you a reputation. I saw more shirtless beer gut 
and alcohol this weekend then I've ever seen at a tournament. Also, word of advice to future TD's 
the saying "Lets get drunk and play golf" at a players meeting isn't kosher.

Discjazz, if you're as smart of a lawyer as they say how about using some of that knowledge. 
Everyone knows you have to play a SN event in the current season the championship is for. If you 
didn't know that now you do. Bluff was right, should of just flown in under the radar. 

Reply Quote Report

Bluff Magee [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:21PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 3,382 

We all wish the SN was de jure rather than de facto.

Third-world corrupt courthouses offer more justice than the SN Board.

Grease the right palms and Dude and partner can play. Wise are you to keep quiet! 
Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:31PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Quote
Contrast
Why not just take up the offer to help clarify the wording of the rules that you yourself consider to be vague? 

To quote one of my favorite bands P.W.E.I.:
"I can't take this any longer, getting weaker not stronger, switch to self-destruct... cause that don't take 
any guts!"

Seems to be a theme around here. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Bluff Magee [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:36PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 3,382 

Dillon you are truly a complete kitten vajayjay.

Why sit there and allow said TD to ever sanction again if you think the SN is supposed to have 
standards? Why don't you just resign if you're going to do absolutely nothIng but complain about the 
SN BoD that you are apart of doing nothing but watching the SN rot? How dumb are you, really???? 

Reply Quote Report

Dillon Gourley [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:44PM 

IP/Host: 74.251.41.--- 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 904 

What am I suppose to do, cancel a tournament and DQ over half the participants? I'll get right on that 
Bluff. This is the SN, let it be.

When you call someone from throwing couple of feet off their many people look at you like huh, is that 
not ok??? 

Reply Quote Report

Dillon Gourley [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:47PM 

IP/Host: 74.251.41.--- 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 904 

My term is almost up. Not resigning but I am nominating you sir Bluff MaGee 
Reply Quote Report
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Bluff Magee [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:50PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 3,382 

Kitten vijayjay! 
Reply Quote Report

Dillon Gourley [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:53PM 

IP/Host: 74.251.41.--- 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 904 

Back to the SNDC scheduled thread now. 
Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 10:56PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

He's already been nominated several times. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 11:01PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Ah Dillon... look at the top of the page. I think that was his excuse as to why he is not accepting 
the nomination. Just as in Kernan fashion, he left it vague and open for interpretation (I hear that is how 
he likes his "women" also.) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 11:03PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

Gil, I already used that word

Jazz, why can't you tell us what your interpretation of the rule has been since it was written? 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 11:07PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

I would tell you Terry but trust me it would be some useless information. I asked the question to find 
out what the rules are.

I have not said the rules are vague. I have said the player can clearly (not vaguely) qualify under either 
or both rules. If the BOD decides to follow the published qualification rules this year I will agree to re-
write them for next years SNDC. It won't be because the rules are vague or flawed now though. It will 
be because the BOD wants a different rule for next year.

I second Bluff's nomination. 
Reply Quote Report

Bluff Magee [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 11:22PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 3,382 

I'm no miracle worker... the cancer has killed the SN 
Reply Quote Report

contrast [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 11:35PM 

IP/Host: 173.17.239.--- 
Registered: 6 weeks ago 
Posts: 37 

Quote
Discjazz
I have said the player can clearly (not vaguely) qualify under either or both rules. 

yet...

Quote
Discjazz
So if a player's last SN event was (for example) in 2007, are they qualified for the 2011 SNDC? Does the rule instead refer 
to an SN season and if so which one(s)? If a player has not competed in a 2010-2011 season SNQ is Huntsville 
(05/30/2011) truly the "last chance" to qualify for the 2011 SNDC that starts on 07/30/2011? 

Justin Dyess

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
May 31, 2011 11:50PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

I didn't think you would answer the question.
The rule is not written the way it's supposed to mean. You yourself have followed the rule the way it 
is supposed to mean. It's a typo. It's just a game to you though. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 12:42AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

And the reason this looks like a typo is because of rule 2.1. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 06:17AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Gilligan Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> Ah Dillon... look at the top of the page. I think
> that was his excuse as to why he is not accepting
> the nomination. Just as in Kernan fashion, he
> left it vague and open for interpretation (I hear
> that is how he likes his "women" also.)

spoken like the complete punk you are! And you claim to be trying to clean up the forum???

As Kernan said YOU and your over 8k posts have done some serious damage to the SN!

And Jazz, You know they can not lead so they will try and legislate by changing the rule last minute. 
But wait the season is over now, so you may have to advise them yet again that said rule will only apply 
in the new season.

Cupcake, I dont care if you quit or not, just find it amusing that you do have open skills and hide out in 
am's. You play to the level of the players you play with ;o) 

Reply Quote Report

wayneacree [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 08:39AM 

IP/Host: 76.107.9.--- 
Registered: 4 months ago 
Posts: 107 

To those who matter..the tournament this weekend "that bod person is referring to" was a good time 
for everyone who played....and the above posts about shirtless people and alcohol was just plain 
wrong. Shouldn't make excuses when your game is off. Complain when you win, not when you lose 
terribly and people might take you seriously. The game is nothing more than throwng a piece of plastic 
in the woods, so don't take life so seriously. Nobody gets out alive, so have fun and stop worrying 
about other people.

The doubles championships should be played "ONLY BY PLAYERS WHO HAVE POINTS". 

"Who are you to judge the life I live?
I know I'm not perfect
-and I don't live to be-
but before you start pointing fingers...
make sure you hands are clean!"

Bob Marley 

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 06/01/2011 08:44AM by wayneacree. 
Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 09:33AM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

Either way, thanks for calling attention to it Kevin. It's definitely misleading or vague, whether you want 
to admit it or not, lol.

I will be going in and rewording it to clarify the intent of the rule (after a BoD vote and input). I'm not 
giving you a different rule. This isn't a rule change. Unfortunately, we're having to explain the intent of 
the rule and the understanding of the rule that people have had for years. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 09:34AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

Bob, nobody is trying to change the rule, it just needs to be fix in the handbook to the WAY 
EVERYBODY HAS BEEN PLAYING IT FOR THE LAST SIX YEARS. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

No Low Putt Lloyd [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 09:52AM 

IP/Host: 166.20.224.--- 
Registered: 1 year ago 
Posts: 166 

Will yall please take this to another thread, or better yet Gilligan will you delete this thread. I'm tired 
of checking it to see if people actually have an opinions about what they would like to see in 
this tournament.

We are finalizing all formats and other info soon, we are 90% there.

This event is two months away and we have been busting @#$%& to lay concrete at crystal springs, 
put baskets in the ground at butts park, and what are yall doing? just whinning about qualification for 
the event.

Just start another thread and get off mine, you whinning children. and i ask again please delete this 
thread and i'll start the formal one soon. 

Reply Quote Report

No Low Putt Lloyd [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 09:54AM 

IP/Host: 166.20.224.--- 
Registered: 1 year ago 
Posts: 166 

IF ANYONE HAS ANY REAL QUESTION OR OPINIONS ABOUT THE EVENT "NON - 
QUALIFICATION' REALTED JUST PM ME, IM THE TD 

Lloyd Wilkins --J.U.D.G.E.S--
#45120

CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK
[www.facebook.com]

Check out the new Website
[www.jacksondiscgolf.org]

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 10:21AM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Moved as per request by the OP. (Best I can do Lloyd and sorry for my part).

But now that it is moved... everyone can go on with the circus show... hell, you can now even curse if 
you want.

Kernan you can try and blame me for you not running all you want, but it's all just another song and 
dance by you. People have challenged you to step up and run since before I ever chained out on my 
first hole. And since you are SO willing to blame me... why don't you specifically say what I 
PERSONALLY have done to cause such a problem. I ABSOLUTELY have a voting record for my time 
with the board and I stand by it and will gladly state how I voted on any issue. BUT, I am only one of 6 
(7)... So please... tell us all what I personally wrecked.

Careful where you step, as you are likely more guilty than I am on anything that you COULD bring up.

Good luck sir. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 10:44AM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

Sorry for my part in ruining another TD's thread. I thought my original question was on topic and a 
simple question. I did not know it would be such a big deal. I had no idea the rule was so different than 
what I thought it was, but I am glad I read both of them before expressing an opinion on the 
player's qualification.

I still say the most important point here is that the BOD's written rules mean something. If you change 
the words of a rule you have a different rule. That is the whole point of changing the wording. Failure 
to acknowledge that just means the rules don't matter.

I also think it would be good for the SNDC to let everyone with past points in this year, but that is 
certainly more debatable than the meaning of the words in the rules. 

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 11:02AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Discjazz Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> Sorry for my part in ruining another TD's thread.
> I thought my original question was on topic and a
> simple question. I did not know it would be such
> a big deal. I had no idea the rule was so
> different than what I thought it was, but I am
> glad I read both of them before expressing an
> opinion on the player's qualification.
>
> I still say the most important point here is that
> the BOD's written rules mean something. If you
> change the words of a rule you have a different
> rule. That is the whole point of changing the
> wording. Failure to acknowledge that just means
> the rules don't matter.
> Zinger, does that help?
> I also think it would be good for the SNDC to let
> everyone with past points in this year, but that
> is certainly more debatable than the meaning of
> the words in the rules.
[bsounds great :))))[/b] 

Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 11:53AM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

No it doesn't bandwagon Bob.
Bob, what is the rule you played by while qualifying for the doubles championship? 

Terry Zeringue

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 06/01/2011 12:00PM by TheZinger. 
Reply Quote Report

TheZinger [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 12:04PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 4,233 

Jazz, the whole point in changing the wording is to clarify which season the championship is for. I know 
law and common sense don't go together, that's why this isn't law, it's more toward common sense. 

Terry Zeringue

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 02:08PM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

TheZinger Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> No it doesn't bandwagon Bob.
> Bob, what is the rule you played by while
> qualifying for the doubles championship?

which time :) and again I do not see how anyone who has not played a doubles event is qualified :)

And as Bluff said you can go back and find many players that have played in the SNDC that had 
zero points. Its doubles so in the past as long as one player had a point, others have piggy backed into 
the event.

And even Kevin wants everyone to be let in, and I see no good arguement not to let everyone in. As 
very little fees are added. Maybe a 5 dollar TAX to those who have not played a doubles event as there 
is no difference between them and a person with no points :))) 

Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 03:24PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

Yes all the BOD has to do is say its Guideline trumps the Handbook so everyone with a point is 
qualified, the SNDC gets a bigger turnout, rules matter, good sense is more common and everyone 
should be happy. 

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 06/01/2011 03:25PM by Discjazz. 
Reply Quote Report

jtolbert [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 06:12PM 

IP/Host: 173.17.33.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 877 

Kevin,
It's not an issue of "rules don't matter." It's an issue of "the guidelines are worded incorrectly." 
Most everyone has an understanding of what the rule is. If you break down the wording, it does give 
an inaccurate representation of what the ruling is.
If rules didn't matter, we would just say, "Do whatever you want." However, there is an understanding 
of what the rule is, regardless of the wording. That is what the TD and BoD need to uphold, with 
a clarification in the wording. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reply Quote Report

Mrs. Sunshine [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 08:50PM 

IP/Host: 216.115.139.--- 
Registered: 3 months ago 
Posts: 15 

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

Edited 1 time(s). Last edit at 06/01/2011 09:09PM by Mrs. Sunshine. 
Reply Quote Report

dangerousdon [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 09:44PM 

IP/Host: 184.38.0.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 1,161 

The NFL SuperBowl is played in a different calendar year than most of the season games, so with that 
in mind why would anyone think they qualify for a tournament with points from 4 years ago. Common 
sense, Common sense, Common sense. This thread takes up over 5 pages and could have been 
answered in one if one uses common sense.

PS.....I love Butts Park. 

Dangerous Don 
Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 01, 2011 10:55PM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

The player is not responsible for any of the arguments I have made. I got them all from the language of 
the rules. That is the best I have for letting him play. If anyone has a better one please post it here. I 
doubt he will think an Am paying an extra $200 to play Pro would be very sensible, especially given 
his partner.

If I can't have common sense maybe I can have a common sense of humor. 
Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 02, 2011 09:32AM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

You know, as much as you "hate the SN" Keith... you sure can't seem to stay away.

Odd how you act like I am the one that his issues with you.

Keep trying. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 02, 2011 02:46PM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

dangerousdon Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> The NFL SuperBowl is played in a different
> calendar year than most of the season games, so
> with that in mind why would anyone think they
> qualify for a tournament with points from 4 years
> ago. Common sense, Common sense, Common sense.
> This thread takes up over 5 pages and could have
> been answered in one if one uses common sense.
>
> PS.....I love Butts Park.

common sense would have told YOU OB don that all 5 pages where not about Jazz'z question ;)~ 

Reply Quote Report

Rinkelstein [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 02, 2011 10:24PM 

IP/Host: 74.80.15.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 350 

Gilligan, you banned the guy for using the word Coonass. Even my @#$%& iPhone autocorrects 
Coonass to capitalize. Sorry, but Keith has a right to dislike what you guys have done.

You wouldn't catch so much @#$%& if you didn't have you name on @#$%& near every topic. The 
majority of the time, the petty arguments that break out on here somehow have your name on it. I know 
you think that you number of posts shouldn't be relevant, but to the people who don't want to see 
their topics get trash canned, it does.

The guy was a MAJOR sponsor. The tournament that he was going to run was going to help the ADGA 
big time. But instead, your decisions led him to not run the tournament. You can try to skate around the 
"we didn't make him do anything," but the only person who will believe that is you.

Your opinion had become convoluted by your willingness to give it. 
Reply Quote Report
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Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 03, 2011 08:19AM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Stafford, you are running in the wrong direction with your shoes tied together... as you often 
have. (remember the adga paper work fiasco that you were screaming at me about and were dead 
wrong on?)

Keith used a word in a thread that was the meeting minutes that talked about another user getting 
a warning for that word. So, even if you disagree with the speed limit on Camelia Blvd (which I do)... 
you aren't going to watch a guy get pulled over for speeding and the drive by that same cop speeding 
and not expect to also get a ticket will you? Disagreeing with the rules is a wonderful thing and I 
also disagree with the rule. It certainly seems dumb to stop being friends with a person that is on the 
exact same side of the argument with you. Back to that example, I DID get a speeding ticket on 
Camelia... the cop AGREED with me that the speed limit was ridiculous. I wasn't mad at that cop, I 
thought he was a cool guy for agreeing that the speed limit was inappropriate and suggesting I go talk to 
the City Council. BUT he had to do his job in the parameters set up previously (the speed limit and he 
was assigned to monitor that road.)

Keith not holding that tournament for the ADGA had ZERO to do with me and nothing to do with the 
BOD either. Your facts are incorrect once again... but I won't deny that maybe you were TOLD that. 
But some people know the truth.

To bring up ONE more example... Say I don't agree with the need to mark my lie when my disc is under 
the basket, or the need to hole out properly if I'm sitting under the basket. I just want to walk up and pick 
my disc up, slap the chains and walk off. So Keith is having a tournament at his house and one of the 
guys on my card says "hey man... you have to hole out properly." and I say "F that, that's a stupid 
rule, we're coonasses here and we roll how we want!" He continues to call me on it on EVERY hole. What 
is Keith as the TD supposed to do at that point? Just tell the guy who is playing by the rules that "Oh 
no... Gilligan is (was) my friend, he doesn't have to play by the rules when I am in charge" Or do I get 
the penalty strokes/get DQ'd? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

John Rock [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 03, 2011 08:35AM 

IP/Host: 75.32.55.--- 
Registered: 3 years ago 
Posts: 19 

Rinkelstein Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> Gilligan, you banned the guy for using the word
> Coonass. Even my @#$%& iPhone autocorrects Coonass
> to capitalize. Sorry, but Keith has a right to
> dislike what you guys have done.
>
> You wouldn't catch so much @#$%& if you didn't
> have you name on @#$%& near every topic. The
> majority of the time, the petty arguments that
> break out on here somehow have your name on it. I
> know you think that you number of posts shouldn't
> be relevant, but to the people who don't want to
> see their topics get trash canned, it does.
>
> The guy was a MAJOR sponsor. The tournament that
> he was going to run was going to help the ADGA big
> time. But instead, your decisions led him to not
> run the tournament. You can try to skate around
> the "we didn't make him do anything," but the only
> person who will believe that is you.
>
> Your opinion had become convoluted by your
> willingness to give it.

Just curious if this part got noticed... 
Reply Quote Report

Rinkelstein [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 03, 2011 09:54AM 

IP/Host: 74.80.15.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 350 

Kevin, you can make the argument that Camelia's speed is set too low all you want. This isn't the 
judicial system or the city of Lafayette. You aren't a city council member. You are a SN BOD member. 
The worst part is that you live in Louisiana and you know what Coonass stands for. Keep trying to play 
the "I was just enforcing the rules" card. You helped to write those dumb @#$%& rules.

And you ignored the most important part of my original statement. You put your name on everything 
and then whine when people complain about it.

You claim to be a passivist, yet you one of the top five aggressive posters on this forum.

Look at the guys who get the most praise. They keep their mouth shut. Emulate them and you 
wouldn't catch so much flack. 

Reply Quote Report

dangerousdon [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 03, 2011 10:18AM 

IP/Host: 74.254.171.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 1,161 

Thanks Bob 

Dangerous Don 
Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 03, 2011 11:46AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Rinkelstein Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> Kevin, you can make the argument that Camelia's
> speed is set too low all you want. This isn't the
> judicial system or the city of Lafayette. You
> aren't a city council member. You are a SN BOD
> member. The worst part is that you live in
> Louisiana and you know what Coonass stands for.
> Keep trying to play the "I was just enforcing the
> rules" card. You helped to write those dumb @#$%&
> rules.
>
> And you ignored the most important part of my
> original statement. You put your name on
> everything and then whine when people complain
> about it.
> and sometimes even starts his own threads :)
> You claim to be a passivist, yet you one of the
> top five aggressive posters on this forum.
> BINGO
> Look at the guys who get the most praise. They
> keep their mouth shut. Emulate them and you
> wouldn't catch so much flack.
never happen

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 05, 2011 07:03PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

Thanks for the laughs bob.

And stafford you KNOW I was against those rules and fought against them the whole time... But I lost 
so now I have to help enforce rules that I personally don't like... Pretty simple.

I'm on my way back from a great tournament where I was invited to stay at the td's house for the 
weekend. Not a single person, not even Jim O had anything negative to say to me. I did get some "keep 
up the good work" and "don't let them get you down"... So I'll stick to paying attention to those ppl vs 
the trouble makers, haters, and ppl with petty personal issues with me.

I'm here to represent the ppl of the SN not just the handful that are on here. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SN Top25 Bag Tag database
BRDGA Top10 Bag Tag database
MADGA Top10 Bag Tag database
SFC Top10 Bag Tag database

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 06, 2011 06:11AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Well the good news is your term is almost up. After some chemo the SN maybe able to return to the way 
it used to be!

And Stafford you are spot on! He wants to believe that he has people that drink the same kool aide as 
him, but most see right through his 8233 useless posts ! 

Reply Quote Report

Tax Man [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 06, 2011 07:42AM 

IP/Host: 74.113.139.--- 
Registered: 6 years ago 
Posts: 4,129 

Gilligan Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> Thanks for the laughs bob.
>
> And stafford you KNOW I was against those rules
> and fought against them the whole time... But I
> lost so now I have to help enforce rules that I
> personally don't like... Pretty simple.
>
> I'm on my way back from a great tournament where I
> was invited to stay at the td's house for the
> weekend. Not a single person, not even Jim O had
> anything negative to say to me. I did get some
> "keep up the good work" and "don't let them get
> you down"... So I'll stick to paying attention to
> those ppl vs the trouble makers, haters, and ppl
> with petty personal issues with me.
> lmao, trouble makers?? maybe you should reread your response to stafford, as it is very clear 
to everyone that you are a poor excuse of a bod member as you constantly slam people on 
here. Glad you did not take that stand when Rock pointed/ highlighted out the same exact thing 
in his post. As I am certain he also has done more for DG then just get on here and post on 
every thread.....
> I'm here to represent the ppl of the SN not just
> the handful that are on here.
what you fail to consider, is that some of the people on here have done more for the SN then 
you will ever do. And your claims amount to nothing, even better is when you say you where not 
in favor of some rules, but are the first to threaten people with suspensions.....

Reply Quote Report

roadracerx [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 06, 2011 03:25PM 

IP/Host: 65.82.234.--- 
Registered: 5 years ago 
Posts: 886 

Rinkelstein Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> Gilligan, you banned the guy for using the word
> Coonass. Even my @#$%& iPhone autocorrects Coonass
> to capitalize. Sorry, but Keith has a right to
> dislike what you guys have done.
>
> You wouldn't catch so much @#$%& if you didn't
> have you name on @#$%& near every topic. The
> majority of the time, the petty arguments that
> break out on here somehow have your name on it. I
> know you think that you number of posts shouldn't
> be relevant, but to the people who don't want to
> see their topics get trash canned, it does.

>
> The guy was a MAJOR sponsor. The tournament that
> he was going to run was going to help the ADGA big
> time. But instead, your decisions led him to not
> run the tournament. You can try to skate around
> the "we didn't make him do anything," but the only
> person who will believe that is you.
>
> Your opinion had become convoluted by your
> willingness to give it.

Who is this MAJOR sponsor?

Reply Quote Report

Rinkelstein [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 06, 2011 10:08PM 

IP/Host: 166.137.15.--- 
Registered: 2 years ago 
Posts: 350 

Keith Bodin. 
Reply Quote Report

Deano [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 24, 2011 08:02AM 

IP/Host: 64.12.116.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 931 

Quick question, if I have 2010-11 points of any kind, am I qualified to play in the SNDC?

I did not want to filter through 6 pages of bickering....... ;)~ 
Reply Quote Report

Discjazz [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 24, 2011 11:27AM 

IP/Host: 99.25.11.--- 
Registered: 7 years ago 
Posts: 612 

You can ask Jabba the TD but I am confident he will say yes. No one intends to apply the "current 
season" language of the rule. 

Reply Quote Report

Gilligan [ PM ] [ Ignore User ]

Re: 2011 SNDC questions/opinions...
June 25, 2011 12:13PM 

Admin
IP/Host: Moderator 
Registered: 4 years ago 
Posts: 8,362 

That is correct Deano... you don't need "doubles" points to play in the doubles championships. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you can't beat em, join 'em...
Then hurt the team by beating yourself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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